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ABSTRACT

Lake-effect storms frequently produce a pronounced precipitation maximum over the Tug Hill Plateau (hereafter Tug Hill), which rises 500 m above Lake Ontario’s eastern shore. Here Weather Research and Forecasting Model simulations are used to examine the mechanisms responsible for the Tug Hill precipitation maximum observed during IOP2b of the Ontario Winter Lake-effect Systems (OWLeS) field program. A key contributor was a land-breeze front that formed along Lake Ontario’s southeastern shoreline and extended inland and northeastward across Tug Hill, cutting obliquely across the lake-effect system. Localized ascent along this boundary contributed to an inland precipitation maximum even in simulations in which Tug Hill was removed. The presence of Tug Hill intensified and broadened the ascent region, increasing parameterized depositional and accretional hydrometeor growth, and reducing sublimational losses. The inland extension of the land-breeze front and its contribution to precipitation enhancement appear to be unidentified previously and may be important in other lake-effect storms over Tug Hill.

1. Introduction

Lake-effect snowstorms generated over the Great Lakes of North America and other bodies of water can produce intense, extremely localized snowfall (e.g., Andersson and Nilsson 1990; Steenburgh et al. 2000; Eito et al. 2005; Laird et al. 2009; Kindap 2010). Forecasters still struggle, however, to accurately predict the timing and location of the heaviest snowfall during lake-effect events, which disrupt local and regional transportation, education, utilities, and commerce (e.g., Carpenter 1993; Norton and Bolsenga 1993; Schmidlin 1993). The presence of terrain further complicates lake-effect prediction, such as over the modest Tug Hill Plateau (hereafter Tug Hill), which, at a gradual slope of ~1.25% and over 20–30 km, rises ~500 m above the eastern shore of Lake Ontario and receives more than twice the annual lake-effect precipitation than the surrounding lowlands (Veals and Steenburgh 2015).

Climatological precipitation maxima are found over terrain features downstream of lake- and sea-effect-producing bodies of water such as the Great Lakes, the Great Salt Lake, and the Sea of Japan (e.g., Norton and Bolsenga 1993; Murakami et al. 1994; Nakai and Endoh 1995; Yeager et al. 2013; Veals and Steenburgh 2015). Even small topographic features such as the hills, plateaus, and upland regions downstream of the Great Lakes can dramatically enhance lake-effect precipitation (e.g., Hill 1971; Hjelmfelt 1992). Moist flow over such orography can produce or enhance precipitation, which depends on a combination of factors such as the large-scale storm environment, incident flow characteristics, terrain geometry, ambient stability and humidity, and microphysical time scales and processes (e.g., Houze 2012). Although orographic effects on precipitation have been studied extensively in a variety of contexts [see reviews by Roe (2005), Smith (2006), Houze (2012), Colle et al. (2013), and Stoelinga et al. (2013)], the physical mechanisms producing orographic precipitation enhancement during lake-effect storms have yet to be fully elucidated.

Minder et al. (2015) summarize some potential mechanisms for the precipitation maxima found over topographic features during lake-effect storms. These mechanisms include the following: 1) lifting of the inversion layer and subsequent invigoration of convection through increased updraft speed and/or cloud depth (e.g., Murakami et al. 1994), 2) broadening of the scale of existing convective cells (e.g., Kirshbaum and Grant 2012; Minder et al. 2013), 3) triggering of new convection and increase in convective frequency (e.g.,
Browning et al. 1974; Colle et al. 2008; Smith et al. 2009), 4) the seeder–feeder effect (e.g., Bergeron 1965), 5) a convective-to-stratiform transition (e.g., Yuter and Houze 1995) that more efficiently produces surface snowfall, 6) orographic suppression of subcloud sublimation (Murakami et al. 1994), and 7) favorable lofting and transport of hydrometeors from upstream, overlake ascent regions (Alcott and Steenburgh 2013). Patterns of ascent and hydrometeor advection within lake-effect storms and over downstream terrain are further complicated by the mesoscale circulation of the lake-effect system itself (e.g., Bergmaier et al. 2017) and by land-breeze circulations forced by factors such as thermal contrasts, differential surface roughness, ice cover, and shoreline geometry around the lake (e.g., Steenburgh and Campbell 2017).

The December 2013–January 2014 Ontario Winter Lake-effect Systems (OWLeS) field program was a multi-institutional effort sponsored by the National Science Foundation to examine lake-effect systems over and downstream of Lake Ontario, including the enhancement of long-lake-axis-parallel (LLAP) lake-effect systems over Tug Hill (Kristovich et al. 2017). Vertically profiling and airborne cloud radar observations from OWLeS IOP2b (2300 UTC 10 December–0200 UTC 12 December 2013), which produced 101.5 cm of snow on Tug Hill in 24 h (Campbell et al. 2016), reveal a transition from deeper, stronger, and more turbulent echoes near the Lake Ontario shoreline to shallower, more persistent, and less turbulent echoes inland and over Tug Hill (Minder et al. 2015; Welsh et al. 2016). Such results are consistent with a convective-to-stratiform transition rather than an invigoration of convection, and statistics from 29 additional lake-effect events sampled by profiling radars show that such a transition is common over Tug Hill (Minder et al. 2015). Campbell et al. (2016) examined variations in enhancement over Tug Hill during IOP2b and found that intense LLAP bands produced the highest precipitation rates, but the smallest ratio of upland to lowland precipitation. In contrast, nonbanded periods produced smaller precipitation rates, but a larger ratio of upland to lowland precipitation, leading to the event-total precipitation maximum over Tug Hill. These observational studies were constrained, however, by the inherent limitations of the observational datasets and were unable to fully investigate the potential enhancement mechanisms.

This paper uses Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) Model simulations to build on the findings of Minder et al. (2015), Campbell et al. (2016), and Welsh et al. (2016) to further our understanding of the mechanisms producing the Tug Hill precipitation maximum during OWLeS IOP2b. We describe the observational datasets and model configuration in section 2 and provide an event overview and model validation in section 3. Contributors to the Tug Hill precipitation maximum are examined in sections 4, 5, and 6. Conclusions follow in section 7.

2. Data and methods

2a. Observational datasets

To validate the numerical simulations presented here we use observations collected during the OWLeS field program. Surface observations of wind, temperature, relative humidity, and automated and manual observations of liquid precipitation equivalent (hereafter referred to simply as precipitation) were collected at Sandy Creek (SC), a lowland (175 m MSL) site at the base of Tug Hill, and North Redfield (NR), an upland (385 m MSL) site near the climatological precipitation maximum on Tug Hill (see Fig. 1 for locations). Campbell et al. (2016) describe these sites and observations in detail. Vertical profiles of wind, temperature, and dewpoint were obtained using GRAW GPS-based upper-air soundings launched from NR at 1- to 3-h intervals.

Radar reflectivity data from the Weather Surveillance Radar-1988 Doppler (WSR-88D) located on Tug Hill at Montague, New York (KTYX; Fig. 1), were downloaded from the National Climatic Data Center (NCDC) Next Generation Weather Radar (NEXRAD) archive in level II format (Crum et al. 1993). Additionally, following Campbell et al. (2016), we estimate the precipitation distribution over Tug Hill using an
empirically derived power-law relationship between precipitation rate and KTYX radar reflectivity (i.e., $Z-S$ relationship), a technique described by Wüest et al. (2010), to disaggregate 6-h manual precipitation measurements to higher temporal resolution and estimate precipitation at SC and NR during periods that do not align with the 6-h manual measurement times. Three mobile X-band radars were operated by the Center for Severe Weather Research along the Lake Ontario shoreline during IOP2b, but data quality was poor over Tug Hill so the data are not used in this study. The University of Wyoming King Air (UWKA) research aircraft also collected transects of W-band cloud radar data across the lake-effect system for ~2.5 h during IOP2b. We do not examine the W-band cloud radar dataset here, but direct the reader to Welsh et al. (2016) for a multiradar analysis of IOP2b and to Bergmaier et al. (2017) for an analysis of the secondary circulation within the lake-effect system, as well as a comparison of the UWKA cloud radar data with the WRF simulations described in this paper.

b. WRF simulations

We used the Advanced Research version of the WRF Model, version 3.7 (WRF-ARW; Skamarock and Klemp 2008; hereinafter WRF) to produce numerical simulations of OWLeS IOP2b. We configured all simulations using three one-way nested domains with 12-, 4-, and 1.33-km grid spacing (Fig. 2a), 36 terrain-following half-$\eta$ levels with the highest resolution within the boundary layer, and a 5000-m-deep Rayleigh damping layer at the upper boundary. We performed a series of sensitivity studies using various microphysics, radiation, and planetary boundary layer and surface layer schemes (not shown). Based on the combination that best captured the observed precipitation distribution and taking into account microphysics and planetary boundary layer/surface layer sensitivity studies for lake-effect events presented in Reeves and Dawson (2013), McMillen and Steenburgh (2015a), and Conrick et al. (2015), the simulations presented in this paper use the Thompson cloud microphysics (Thompson et al. 2008), Rapid Radiative Transfer Model longwave radiation (Iacono et al. 2008), Dudhia shortwave radiation (Dudhia 1989), Yonsei University planetary boundary layer (Hong et al. 2006), revised MM5 surface layer (Jiménez et al. 2012), and Noah land surface model (Chen and Dudhia 2001) parameterizations. The Kain–Fritsch 2 cumulus parameterization (Kain 2004) was used in the 12-km domain only.

All simulations were cold-start initialized at 1200 UTC 10 December 2013 and run until 0600 UTC 12 December 2013 (all subsequent dates are in 2013 unless otherwise
specified). We used the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) land-use dataset for land-use characteristics and the North American Mesoscale Forecast System (NAM) analyses for atmospheric initial and lateral boundary conditions (6-h intervals), land surface conditions, and snow-coverage distribution.

Over the Great Lakes, we specified ice cover manually based on inspection of Great Lakes Environmental Research Laboratory (GLERL) ice-cover analyses from 11 and 12 December and included localized ice cover in Black Bay on Lake Superior, Green Bay on Lake Michigan, and Saganaw Bay on Lake Huron (not shown). Far western Lake Erie was predominantly ice free on 11 December but developed 95% ice coverage by 12 December. We elected to keep this area ice free as the event ended late on 11 December. Lake Ontario was nearly ice free during the study period except for spotty ice confined to the north shore near Prince Edward and localized ice cover in Henderson and Chaumont Bays. In the 1.33-km domain we allowed for some coverage of ice in these bays, but otherwise kept Lake Ontario ice free. We also allowed for some coastal ice in portions of Georgian Bay.

Over smaller bodies of water, a lack of operational ice-cover analyses combined with extensive cloud cover in the days around IOP2b made it difficult to assess ice conditions. Based on inspection of Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) imagery in cloud-free areas during the days preceding and following the event, we classified most small bodies of water as ice free on 11 December but developed 95% ice coverage by 12 December. We elected to keep this area ice free as the event ended late on 11 December. Lake Ontario was nearly ice free during the study period except for spotty ice confined to the north shore near Prince Edward and localized ice cover in Henderson and Chaumont Bays. In the 1.33-km domain we allowed for some coverage of ice in these bays, but otherwise kept Lake Ontario ice free. We also allowed for some coastal ice in portions of Georgian Bay.

Over smaller bodies of water, a lack of operational ice-cover analyses combined with extensive cloud cover in the days around IOP2b made it difficult to assess ice conditions. Based on inspection of Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) imagery in cloud-free areas during the days preceding and following the event, we classified most small bodies of water as ice free on 11 December but developed 95% ice coverage by 12 December. We elected to keep this area ice free as the event ended late on 11 December. Lake Ontario was nearly ice free during the study period except for spotty ice confined to the north shore near Prince Edward and localized ice cover in Henderson and Chaumont Bays. In the 1.33-km domain we allowed for some coverage of ice in these bays, but otherwise kept Lake Ontario ice free. We also allowed for some coastal ice in portions of Georgian Bay.

Over smaller bodies of water, a lack of operational ice-cover analyses combined with extensive cloud cover in the days around IOP2b made it difficult to assess ice conditions. Based on inspection of Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) imagery in cloud-free areas during the days preceding and following the event, we classified most small bodies of water as ice free on 11 December but developed 95% ice coverage by 12 December. We elected to keep this area ice free as the event ended late on 11 December. Lake Ontario was nearly ice free during the study period except for spotty ice confined to the north shore near Prince Edward and localized ice cover in Henderson and Chaumont Bays. In the 1.33-km domain we allowed for some coverage of ice in these bays, but otherwise kept Lake Ontario ice free. We also allowed for some coastal ice in portions of Georgian Bay.

For lake-surface temperatures (LSTs) over the Great Lakes, we used 6-h analyses from the GLERL Great Lakes Coastal Forecasting System. We set the open water of the smaller bodies of water noted above to 0°C with the exceptions of Lake Simcoe, whose NAM-derived LST seemed appropriate (above 0°C, but colder than the nearby Great Lakes), and the Finger Lakes, which we set to 2°C except for Seneca Lake, which we set to 4°C based on the climatology of Laird et al. (2010).

We present two simulations in this paper: Control, which was run using the configuration described above, and NoTug, which is identical to Control except that we reduced the elevation of Tug Hill to the mean elevation of the surrounding lowlands in all three domains (cf. Figs. 2b and 2c for comparison of the terrain in the 1.33-km domains). Land surface characteristics such as land use, snow cover, and vegetation were retained where the terrain was modified. However, the WRF preprocessing system adjusted the soil temperature, soil moisture, and skin temperature based on elevation and replaced the atmosphere that Tug Hill previously occupied by assuming a moist-adiabatic lapse rate and using winds from the lowest model level in the NAM initial conditions. Given the relatively small size of Tug Hill, the 6–9-h integration time before the start of lake-effect precipitation, and the consistently similar large-scale conditions in Control and NoTug at all simulation times, we find it reasonable to attribute the differences between the two runs to changes in orography.

3. Event overview and model validation

The evolution of synoptic conditions and lake-effect precipitation during OWLeS IOP2b is described in detail in Campbell et al. (2016), but we summarize it here. Two shortwave troughs embedded in a broad 500-hPa trough moved through the Great Lakes region from 10 to 12 December, influencing lake-effect precipitation over and downstream of all the Great Lakes. IOP2b sampled the periods of heaviest lake-effect precipitation over and east of Lake Ontario from 2300 UTC 10 December to 0200 UTC 12 December (Kristovich et al. 2017). During this period, the LLAP system fluctuated between nonbanded and banded modes, and settled along the major axis of Lake Ontario beginning at ~0300 UTC [e.g., Figs. 3a,c,e; see also Campbell et al. (2016)]. A strong band that developed at ~1745 UTC 11 December (e.g., Fig. 3e) generated the largest precipitation accumulation rates over Tug Hill before the LLAP system moved southward after ~2200 UTC 11 December. To focus on the effects of Tug Hill, we examine the period from 0300 to 2200 UTC 11 December when the LLAP system was well developed, oriented along the major axis of the lake, and produced persistent snowfall over Tug Hill. This period captures 78% (85%) of the radar-disaggregated precipitation that fell at SC (NR) during the 24-h period (0000 UTC 11 December–0000 UTC 12 December) examined by Minder et al. (2015) and Campbell et al. (2016). The radar-derived precipitation distribution for 0300–2200 UTC 11 December features a narrow band that broadens and reaches a maximum over Tug Hill (Fig. 4a). Radar-disaggregated precipitation totals from this period increase from 28.5 mm at SC near the base of Tug Hill to 48.9 mm at NR on the western slope, just upstream of the radar-derived precipitation maximum. Over Tug Hill, the radar-derived precipitation band shifts orientation by ~15° so that it extends east-northeastward into the Adirondack Mountains. As a result, the precipitation maximum over the western
Adirondack Mountains is ~15 km north of the precipitation maximum over Tug Hill.

The precipitation produced by Control during this period compares well to the radar-derived precipitation, although the simulated maximum does not broaden as much over Tug Hill (cf. Figs. 4a,b). Compared to the radar-disaggregated precipitation, Control underpredicts precipitation at SC by 36.4% (20.9 mm) and overpredicts at NR by 12.9% (55.2 mm), resulting in a larger orographic ratio (NR precipitation/SC precipitation; 2.6) than obtained from radar disaggregation (1.7). A slight southward band positioning bias in Control (cf. Figs. 4a,b) causes the underprediction at SC and contributes to the larger orographic ratio. The orographic ratio along the axis of the simulated band is 1.6, which compares well to the observed. At individual time steps, Control produces physically realistic lake-effect features, however, it generates banded organizational modes more frequently than observed (cf. Figs. 3a,c,e and 3b,d,f). McMillen and Steenburgh (2015b) document a similar banded-mode bias in WRF simulations of lake effect over the Great Salt Lake. There are also differences in the timing and/or position of precipitation features, as is common in numerical simulations of lake-effect systems (e.g., Steenburgh and Onton 2001; Ballentine and Zaff 2007; Arnott 2010; Shi et al. 2010; Theeuwes et al. 2010; Alcott and Steenburgh 2013; Reeves and Dawson 2013; McMillen and...
Nevertheless, accounting for the slight southward bias in the band position, the simulated precipitation is a reasonable match to radar-derived and radar-disaggregated precipitation and we conclude that Control captures the spatial distribution of precipitation and the broader effects of Tug Hill.

4. Land-breeze fronts

Control produces two quasi-stationary land-breeze fronts\(^1\) that develop along and extend downstream from the southern and southeastern shorelines of Lake Ontario. The first land-breeze front (LBF1) forms along a bulge in the southern shoreline between St. Catharines, Ontario, and Thirty Mile Point, New York (Fig. 5a; for locations see Fig. 1). The band of boundary layer (1000 m MSL) ascent that surmounts LBF1 extends downstream across Lake Ontario to the eastern shoreline (Fig. 5b) and plays a primary role in LLAP-system development over Lake Ontario. The second land-breeze front (LBF2) forms along the southeast shoreline of the lake and extends northeastward and inland across Tug Hill, cutting obliquely across the LLAP system (Fig. 5a, see Fig. 2 for LLAP-system orientation). As described by Steenburgh and Campbell (2017), each land-breeze front represents a boundary between lake-modified and continental air, with the shoreline geometry and direction of the incident flow relative to the coastline playing important roles in their genesis and evolution. Time-mean boundary layer ascent is especially strong where LBF2 extends downstream over Tug Hill and cuts obliquely across the LLAP system (Fig. 5b). A third band of time-mean ascent is also found farther north along a weaker airmass boundary that extends downstream from Point Petre.

\(^1\) Although typically used to describe the leading edge of cool, dense, offshore flow at night, we use the term land-breeze front here because it has been used previously to describe airmass boundaries during lake-effect storms that are generated by differential surface heating. For further discussion, see Steenburgh and Campbell (2017).

---

Fig. 4. (a) Radar-derived precipitation (mm, color filled following scale at bottom left) from 0300 to 2200 UTC 11 Dec with radar-disaggregated precipitation at SC and NR annotated. (b) Control precipitation [as in (a)] with simulated precipitation (mm) at SC and NR annotated. (c) As in (b), but for NoTug. (d) The precipitation difference between Control and NoTug (mm, color filled following scale at bottom right), and Control topography (m MSL, contoured every 100 m and color filled following scale in Fig. 2).
ending on the lowest-half-\eta level at 1800 UTC\(^2\) along transect A–A', which stretches across the lowlands upstream of Tug Hill, cluster into three major categories (Fig. 6a). The first category includes the red trajectories that traverse the length of Lake Ontario in predominantly westerly flow and terminate immediately north of LBF2 (Fig. 6a). These trajectories feature higher potential temperatures due to warming over Lake Ontario (Figs. 6a,b), preconditioning by upstream Lake Huron (not shown), and/or a more elevated origin. The latter is reflected in the red trajectory that experiences little potential temperature change as it is relatively elevated over Lake Ontario but ultimately descends to the surface within a grid-resolved downdraft. In contrast, there are other trajectories removed from the surface within grid-resolved updrafts over eastern Lake Ontario (not shown). This represents a vertical scrambling of the lake-modified air mass, similar to that which occurs during airmass transformation within orographic precipitation systems (Smith et al. 2003). The second category includes the blue trajectories that move through the land bridge between Lakes Erie and Ontario and circumscribe Lake Ontario through the lowlands to the south. These trajectories, which terminate on the south side of LBF2, warm by \sim 3\, K due to daytime heating but remain colder than the red trajectories. The third category includes the orange trajectories that follow the north shoreline of Lake Ontario and move across the northeast portion of the lake. These trajectories have higher potential temperatures than those south of LBF2 when they enter the Lake Ontario region, due to prior modification by Lake Huron and/or a more elevated origin, and are further modified over northern and northeastern Lake Ontario. Farther inland, along transect C–C', the orange trajectories remain \sim 1–2\, K warmer than the blue trajectories to the south (Figs. 6c,d). The lack of red trajectories along C–C' reflects the lifting and ascent over LBF2 of low-level air that has traversed Lake Ontario. Thus, inland and over Tug Hill, LBF2 separates air that

\(^2\) We present 1800 UTC because it is during the period of strongest precipitation over Tug Hill, but note that the thermal contrasts across LBF2 are weaker at this time than earlier in IOP2b because of daytime surface heating over land.
traversed the north shoreline and moved across northeast Lake Ontario from cooler air that passed through the lowlands south of Lake Ontario, avoiding lake modification.

Observations collected over and around Tug Hill during IOP2b confirm the presence of LBF2. At NR, the wind shifted between westerly and southwesterly several times during IOP2b (Fig. 7a). When the surface winds were westerly (peach shading), the wind speed hovered at \( \sim 6 \text{ m s}^{-1} \), relative humidity was at \( \sim 97\% \), and temperature was at \( \sim -6\text{°C} \) (Figs. 7a,b). In contrast, when the surface winds were southwesterly (blue shading), the wind speed, relative humidity, and temperature were consistently lower (\( \sim 3 \text{ m s}^{-1} \), \( \sim 95\% \), and \( \sim -8\text{°C} \), respectively). After \( \sim 1700 \text{ UTC} \), these thermal and directional contrasts lessen because of daytime heating but are still apparent. These fluctuations are consistent with the southwest–northeast-oriented LBF2 moving back and forth across NR and demonstrate a similar temperature contrast (\( \sim 2\text{°C} \)) as produced by Control.

Soundings launched at NR also confirm the presence of LBF2. When LBF2 was north of NR, observed soundings (black lines and wind barbs) reveal a shallow layer of relatively cold air surmounted by a stable layer \( \sim 50 \text{ hPa} \) above the surface (Figs. 8a,c; blue shading). Surface winds in the shallow layer of cold air were southwesterly, but veered with height to westerly through the stable layer. In contrast, observed soundings launched when LBF2 was south of NR featured westerly winds and \( \sim 1\text{°–2°C} \) higher near-surface temperatures (Fig. 8b; peach shading). The colder air mass south of LBF2 is also evident in simulated soundings from Control at NR (red lines and wind barbs), with a shallow layer of cold air surmounted by a stable layer at all times (Figs. 8a–c). In Control, however, LBF2 remains just north of NR, so that a shift to westerly low-level flow and associated warming does not occur as observed at 1141 UTC (Fig. 8b). The Control soundings also reveal a stronger capping stable layer or inversion than observed near 700 hPa, with a weak cold bias below this level in some soundings, indicating a slightly more stable air mass below the capping inversion than observed. Wind directions and speeds are realistically simulated.

5. Influence of land-breeze front over Tug Hill

A zonal time-mean cross section, oriented roughly parallel to the large-scale flow along Lake Ontario, reveals the shallow nature of the cool southwesterly flow and the influence of LBF2 over Tug Hill (Fig. 9a). Westerly flow from over Lake Ontario rises over the layer of cold air behind LBF2 (surface position of LBF2 denoted by red arrow), resulting in an ascent maximum over LBF2 and a lofted hydrometeor mixing ratio maximum that arcs to the surface farther inland and downstream over Tug Hill. A series of meridional time-mean cross sections taken from the eastern Lake Ontario shoreline to Tug Hill provide another view of this inland transition (Fig. 10). Near the coast, along cross section A–A’, LBF2 features a well-defined nose, with a tongue of cooler air to the south that extends to \( \sim 750 \text{ m MSL} \) (Fig. 10a, surface position of LBF2 denoted by red arrow). A strong time-mean ascent and hydrometeor mixing ratio maximum is roughly collocated with LBF2.
and reflects the downstream extension of the lake-effect system that formed along LBF1, as well as the influence of LBF2. A pronounced secondary circulation is visible in the cross-section-parallel wind vectors, with convergence near the surface and divergence aloft [this circulation is likely enhanced by latent heating within the lake-effect system, as discussed by Bergmaier et al. (2017)]. A weaker ascent and hydrometeor mixing ratio maximum is found along a secondary airmass boundary at ~43.8°N and is associated with the convergence and ascent that extend downstream from Pt. Petre (Steenburgh and Campbell 2017).

Over Tug Hill, along cross sections B–B’ (Fig. 10b) and C–C’ (Fig. 10c), LBF2 is shallower (this partially reflects the higher surface elevation) and farther north than along A–A’, consistent with its oblique orientation.
relative to the lake-effect system. A time-mean ascent maximum continues to surmount LBF2, but weakens and broadens from A–A\textsubscript{0} to C–C\textsubscript{0} (cf. Figs. 10a–c). This inland transition is consistent with UWKA cloud radar observations of a weakened primary updraft but continued secondary circulation in transects over Tug Hill (Bergmaier et al. 2017). Concurrently, the hydrometeor mixing ratio maximum strengthens, broadens, and shifts downward toward the surface, indicative of the growth, transport, and fallout of hydrometeor mass. Larger (\(\geq 0.25 \text{ g kg}\textsuperscript{-1}\)) hydrometeor mixing ratios cover a greater area at the surface over Tug Hill, consistent with a broadening of the LLAP system.

The land-breeze fronts and associated vertical velocity maxima produced in Control are also produced in NoTug, including the strong ascent maximum where LBF2 cuts obliquely across the LLAP system (cf. Figs. 5a,b and 5c,d). NoTug also produces a vertical velocity maximum over LBF2 and an arcing and descending hydrometeor mixing ratio maximum due to downstream transport and fallout (cf. Figs. 9a,b). Finally, NoTug produces a precipitation maximum in roughly the same location as in Control, albeit one that is weaker and narrower (cf. Figs. 4b,c). These similarities suggest that LBF2 is an important contributor to the IOP2b Tug Hill precipitation maximum, which is produced in NoTug even in the absence of orographic uplift.

The oblique orientation of LBF2 relative to the LLAP system contributes to a broadening and shift in

Fig. 9. (a) Control time-mean (0300–2200 UTC 11 Dec) hydrometeor mixing ratio (\(\text{g kg}\textsuperscript{-1}\), color filled following scale at bottom), potential temperature (red contours every 1 K), vertical velocity (positive-only black contours every 0.2 m s\textsuperscript{-1}), and cross-section-parallel wind vectors [components are zonal wind \(u\) and vertical velocity \(w\), scaled as in inset in (a)] along X–X\textsubscript{0} and averaged across five grid points in the cross-plane direction. Red arrow indicates surface position of LBF2. Inset shows cross-sectional locations and Control precipitation from 0300 to 2200 UTC. (b) As in (a), but for NoTug.
orientation of the precipitation band over Tug Hill. In particular, the orientation of strong ascent along LBF2 in both Control and NoTug (Figs. 5b,d) is consistent with the northward expansion of the precipitation band over Tug Hill and its east-northeastward extension into the western Adirondack Mountains. The expansion and orientation shift occur because ascent along LBF2 serves as a locus for hydrometeor generation and growth, as discussed earlier, and also influences hydrometeor fallout and transport, which is illustrated by hydrometeor trajectories ending along the 1-h precipitation maximum at 1800 UTC (Fig. 11). These hydrometeor trajectories use three-dimensional grid-resolved winds at 10-min intervals, but the vertical velocity component includes an average hydrometeor fall speed weighted by the mixing ratio of each hydrometeor type (i.e., snow, rain, and graupel, although snow predominates). In Control, hydrometeors that end within the banded precipitation maximum at 1800 UTC pass through the ascent maximum along LBF2 (at 1.0–2.0 km MSL), are temporarily lofted, and are subsequently transported ~20 km eastward, turning to the northeast in the near-surface southwesterly flow (Figs. 11a,c, red circle identifies region of lofting). Similarly, hydrometeor trajectories farther north along and downstream of the LBF2 ascent maximum follow similar paths (not shown), as do hydrometeor trajectories in NoTug (Figs. 11b,d). Thus, LBF2 contributes not only to
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the Tug Hill precipitation maximum, but also to its broadening and orientation shift.

6. Orographic enhancement mechanisms

A plot of the difference in precipitation between the two simulations reveals a broad region over Tug Hill in which precipitation is greater in Control (Fig. 4d), as well as a stronger decrease in precipitation in the lee of Tug Hill, both of which reflect orographic influence. Control and NoTug both produce LBF2 and an associated precipitation maximum, however in Control, the ascent maximum along LBF2 is stronger and wider (cf. Figs. 5b,d). A difference plot between the Control and NoTug time-mean vertical velocities at 1000 m MSL shows that Control produces a boomerang-shaped region of ascent around the convex windward slope of Tug Hill and a narrow band of subsidence to the lee that is strongest over the southern and central lee slopes (Fig. 12). The boomerang-shaped region of ascent is similar to that produced in idealized simulations of flow interacting with a convex ridge (Watson and Lane 2012). The difference in ascent between the two runs maximizes just upstream of Tug Hill and along LBF2. A slight northwestward shift in the position of LBF2 in Control compared to NoTug only partially accounts for this difference (as well as the southwest–northeast-oriented negative difference just to the south, Fig. 12). Thus, the boomerang-shaped region of orographic ascent enhances precipitation along LBF2 and contributes...
to a broadening of the precipitation region over Tug Hill. Downstream of Tug Hill, the greater decline in precipitation and stronger northward shift in the precipitation band in Control compared to NoTug reflects the influence of subsidence over the southern and central lee slopes.

Since orographically induced ascent has an impact on hydrometeor generation and growth, we now turn our attention to the parameterized production and mass growth tendencies of hydrometeor mass within a study volume encompassing the area east of Lake Ontario (see Figs. 2b and 2c for location). The simulated time-mean total hydrometeor mixing ratio (including snow, rain, and graupel) in both the Control and NoTug study volumes is 99.9% snow and 0.1% graupel. Graupel is primarily produced in isolated convective pockets concentrated over the lake and near the coast in both simulations (not shown), consistent with surface-based and aircraft observations during IOP2b, which documented only occasional graupel or heavily rimed crystals (e.g., Minder et al. 2015; Welsh et al. 2016). Because of the negligible contribution of graupel and rain to the total hydrometeor mixing ratio in the study volume, we focus our analysis on snow.

The primary snow mass growth terms within the study volume are vapor deposition to snow [hereafter deposition; accounts for 82.4% (80.1%) of hydrometeor mass growth within the Control (NoTug) study volume] and snow collecting cloud liquid water [hereafter accretion; accounts for 17.4% (19.7%) of hydrometeor mass growth within the Control (NoTug) study volume]. In Control, time-mean cross sections along X–X’ show lofted maxima of depositional and accretional mass growth, roughly collocated with or just downstream of the orographically enhanced ascent maximum along LBF2, that extend downstream over Tug Hill (Figs. 9a and 13). Although also evident in NoTug, these maxima are clearly stronger in Control (cf. Figs. 13a,b). Plan-view difference plots at 1000 m MSL show that the larger depositional growth in Control occurs near and downstream of the boomerang-shaped region of ascent over the convex windward slopes of Tug Hill (cf. Figs. 12 and 14a), which contributes to a strengthening and broadening of the precipitation maximum over Tug Hill. In contrast, differences in accretion, which makes up a smaller proportion of the total mass growth tendency, are aligned along LBF2 (Fig. 14b). Although partly related to LBF2 positioning differences, the largest difference in accretion between Control and NoTug occurs along LBF2 upstream of Tug Hill. Therefore, the stronger ascent upstream of Tug Hill in Control increases accretion rates along LBF2, further enhancing the Tug Hill precipitation maximum. The increase in accretion along LBF2 does not, however, significantly broaden the precipitation maximum.

Contrasts in low-level sublimation also contribute to the larger Tug Hill precipitation maximum in Control compared to NoTug. In Control, sublimation, which occurs primarily below cloud base, accounts for a 28.4% decrease in total hydrometeor mass within the study volume compared to 39.6% in NoTug. In Control, sublimational losses are largest over Lake Ontario and the coastal lowlands and decrease over the windward slopes of Tug Hill where orographic ascent increases relative humidity (not shown) and enhances hydrometeor growth and precipitation rates (Figs. 4d and 13). The sublimational losses then reach a minimum over the upper reaches of Tug Hill, which extends above cloud
base (Figs. 13a and 15a). This reduction in sublimational losses from the coastal lowlands to the upper reaches of Tug Hill contributes to a larger orographic ratio, as hypothesized by Minder et al. (2015). In contrast, sublimational losses in NoTug occur throughout the inland region due to a lack of elevated terrain (Fig. 13b). One area where sublimation is enhanced in Control, however, is over the lee slopes of Tug Hill because of terrain-induced subsidence (Figs. 13a and 15a,b).

In summary, the differences between Control and NoTug point toward an orographic contribution to the enhancement of the banded precipitation maximum over Tug Hill. The broad, boomerang-shaped region of ascent over Tug Hill’s convex windward slopes increased low-level relative humidity and depositional growth rates, leading to increased precipitation and reduced sublimation losses, the latter minimized over the highest elevations of Tug Hill, which extended above cloud base. Stronger ascent along LBF2 further increased accretional and depositional growth rates. Together, these processes broadened and strengthened the precipitation maximum over Tug Hill.

7. Conclusions

Using WRF simulations, this study has examined the mechanisms responsible for the lake-effect precipitation maximum observed over Tug Hill during IOP2b of the Ontario Winter Lake-effect Systems (OWLeS) field campaign. Our analysis shows that both nonorographic
and orographic mechanisms contribute to the maximum, including the mesoscale forcing produced along a quasi-stationary land-breeze front (LBF2), precipitation enhancement processes associated with a boomerang-shaped region of windward orographic ascent, and reduced sublimation over Tug Hill.

LBF2, a product of Lake Ontario’s distinctive shoreline geometry and differential surface heating and roughness effects (Steenburgh and Campbell 2017), developed along the southeast shore of Lake Ontario, extended inland across Tug Hill, and cut obliquely across the lake-effect system. It separated warmer, lake-modified air, which was also preconditioned upstream over Lake Huron, from cooler, continental air that passed through the land bridge between Lakes Erie and Ontario and the lowlands south of Lake Ontario, avoiding lake modification. Observed data from meteorological stations and upper-air soundings confirm the existence of LBF2 over Tug Hill. Mesoscale ascent along LBF2 served as a locus for increased hydrometeor growth, which strengthened and broadened the lake-effect system over Tug Hill. Although weaker, such strengthening and broadening were also produced in a simulation in which Tug Hill was removed, suggesting that LBF2 is an important contributor to the Tug Hill precipitation maximum even in the absence of orographic lift. The influence of LBF2, combined with strong subsidence over the central and southern lee slopes of Tug Hill, also contributed to a shift in the orientation of the banded lake-effect precipitation maximum as it extended inland across Tug Hill and into the western Adirondacks.

A boomerang-shaped region of ascent over the convex windward slopes of Tug Hill further enhanced precipitation by increasing depositional growth over Tug Hill and accretional growth along LBF2. Sublimation, which reduced hydrometeor mass over Lake Ontario and the upstream lowlands, was weaker over the windward slopes of Tug Hill, where orographic ascent increased relative humidity and enhanced precipitation, and reached a minimum over the high terrain of Tug Hill, which extended above the cloud base. Together, these orographic effects further intensified and broadened the precipitation maximum over Tug Hill.

To our knowledge, the contribution of LBF2 to precipitation enhancement over Tug Hill has not been recognized previously. Previous studies over the Great Lakes highlight the role of land-breeze convergence in the initiation and organization of lake-effect convection (e.g., Passarelli and Braham 1981; Ballentine 1982; Hjelmfelt and Braham 1983; Peace and Sykes 1966), but do not describe the complex configuration of land-breeze fronts produced by the unique shoreline geometry of Lake Ontario during IOP2b, which enabled LBF2 to cut across and enhance precipitation produced by the lake-effect system. The intensification of land-falling sea-effect snowbands as they traverse land-breeze fronts off the west coast of Japan, as mentioned by Ishihara et al. 1989, is somewhat analogous, but to our knowledge the Japanese literature has not investigated this type of evolution, focusing instead on the generation of incipient snowbands by the convergence of warm, sea-modified westerly flow with colder land-breezes along the western Japanese coast (e.g., Ishihara et al. 1989; Tsuboki et al. 1989; Yoshihara et al. 2004; Eito et al. 2005). Perhaps most similar to the land-breeze front documented here is the offshore reintensification and shift in orientation of lake-effect bands over the Baltic Sea by land-breeze fronts generated along Sweden’s eastern shoreline (Andersson and Gustafsson 1994). In contrast, LBF2 primarily impacted the IOP2b lake-effect system inland, sustaining and broadening precipitation generation even after the lake-effect system was no longer maintained by the warm surface of the lake.

The numerical simulations presented here provide some context for the observationally based findings provided by Minder et al. (2015), Campbell et al. (2016), and Welsh et al. (2016). These studies highlight a convective-to-stratiform transition from Lake Ontario to Tug Hill, which is consistent with both the transition from the warmer lake to the cooler land surface, as well as ascent along LBF2. Welsh et al. (2016) explain the latter mechanism using a conceptual model (their Fig. 1) showing stratiform lift over a shallow dome of cold air east of Lake Ontario, but were not able to conclude what formed the cold dome. We show here that it is the cooler air mass behind the southwest–northeast-oriented LBF2, which extends downstream and inland from the southeast shoreline, rather than a simpler two-dimensional contrast formed by differential heating and cooling across the leeward shoreline. In addition to this transition, the orographically forced low-level uplift and associated increase in deposition around the convex slopes of Tug Hill is consistent with the increase in echo coverage and the larger orographic ratio observed during nonbanded lake-effect periods, as well as the broadening of LLAP bands over Tug Hill (Campbell et al. 2016). Moreover, we confirm Minder et al. (2015)’s hypothesis that the orographic suppression of sublimation contributes to precipitation enhancement over Tug Hill. Sublimation has also been identified as a driver of orographic enhancement in simulations of sea-effect snowbands in Japan (Murakami et al. 1994; Saito et al. 1996).

Tug Hill features a pronounced climatological lake-effect precipitation maximum and a high frequency of
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